Revised System Engineering Courses

ENGR 2103 Engineering Mechanics-Statics and Dynamics Laboratory. One semester hours. Laboratory course to accompany ENGR 2303. Laboratory exercises reinforce ENGR 2303 lecture material and place importance on scientific communication and collaboration. Corequisite: ENGR 2303. Lab fee: $35.00.

Justification for Adding Lab Fee

A laboratory fee of $35 needs to be added for this course. This course/lab requires several Mechanical experiments such as Forces on a line of action, fixed pulley, idle pulley, Composition of forces, Resolution of Forces, Addition of forces, Force couple, bearing reactions, Hooke’s Law, Sliding and rolling friction, Forces acting on an inclined plane, Forces acting on pulleys and block-and-tackle units, Four-cord block and tackle, Six-cord block and tackle, Differential pulley block, Free fall, Moment of inertia, Pendulum, etc. These experiments required small parts like cables, rods, pulleys, torque discs, pivot bearings, Nylon cord, roller chain, Helical springs, etc. which require to be replaced and restore after several usage. Therefore, a laboratory fee of $35 needs to be added with course ENGR 2103 to replace and restore these mechanical parts.
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